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Gubernatorial Reports of Russian Imperial Governors 1855-1864. IDC ($12,113) 
 
From their inception in 1804 until their cessation during the revolution of 1917, 
these reports of the provincial governors of the Russian Empire documented 
economic changes, political events, and popular disturbances as well as the 
actions of provincial administration. They preserve an unparalleled first-hand 
contemporary account of life and politics in Tsarist Russia. 
 
Lyttelton Times. Christchurch, New Zealand.  Bludeau Parners International LLC 
($6,000) 
 
As one of the oldest newspapers of the Canterbury region, The Lyttelton Times 
(LT) provides a window into the lives of the people and events that shaped the 
region. It published from 1851 until 1929, when it became the Christchurch Times 
until publication ceased in 1935.  
  
Sources on Social Welfare. Freie Wohlfahrtspflege.  Harald Fischer Verlag (9,990 
euros or $13,725 USD depending on the exchange rate) 
 
During the Weimar Republic, the influence of the nonstatutory and in particular, 
religious welfare agencies, was so great that the lawmakers had to consider them 
when drafting new state welfare laws. This series includes edited journals from 
the Protestant Inner Mission, the Catholic Charity Society, the Jewish, and the 
nonconfessional independent welfare work reflects this key position. The first five 
titles come from the holdings of the Library of the Social Service Agencies of the 
Protestant Church in Berlin; the holdings of additional libraries will be taken into 
account in the future. The series contains central and, up to now, too little 
regarded sources of German social history from before the 1848 Revolution up to 
the Second World War. 



 
Xin Wen Bao. National Library of China (263,000 RMB or $38,649 USD 
depending on exchange rate)  
 
The newspaper covers the late Qing and the entire Minguo Republican eras during 
which many influential revolutions took place, including the Boxer Rebellion, an 
anti-colonialist and anti-Christian movement by Yi-He-Tuan Xinhai, 1911 
Revolution, the death of Manchu, Imperial Dynasty and the birth of the first 
republican government, May-Fourth Movement, nationwide protests against the 
Chinese government’s weak response, to the Treaty of Versailles, Sino-Japanese 
War, and the growing Communist Movement, eventually the establishment of the 
People’s Republic of China.. 
 
Zhongguo jin dai Zhong yi yao qi kan hui bian (Parts 1-5) Shanghai Zhong yi yao 
da xue bian ji; Shanghai ci shu chu ban she. National Library of China (RMB 
100,000 or $15,279 USD depending on the exchange rate)   
 
This five part series contains a total of 200 volumes of reprints of modern (19th- 
and early 20th-century) periodicals on Chinese traditional medicine. 

 
Total List Price - $85,766 
 
CRL wishes to thank the participating libraries in this year’s Shared Purchase Program.  
Along with the Center for Research Libraries, their contributions enabled the above purchases.  
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